
NARRATIVE ESSAY ABOUT MY FIRST DAY IN HIGH SCHOOL

It was my first day of high school and I was about to go on an adventure. I finally reached my destination, the freshman
courtyard, and I walked into my first period .

It was a. This road took me on a journey filled with motivation, anxiety, and gratitude that ended up taking me
to college. I picked up a menu and began to look at the various items trying to decide if I wanted to order
breakfast or just go ahead and eat lunch. We also started writing paragraphs and short essays. Some people
would expect high school to be stricter than middle school and have countless rules. When I arrived on
campus for the Eagle Incentive Program it was in the high nighties with some humidity. So coming to the U.
Plus we were always together We got to know our teachers a bit more my prayers had been answers we had
the best teachers of all. Class had started. I had looked forward to this day from my school days. Our German
teacher was very friendly and I liked her from the beginning. I kept on rationalizing and reasoning out that
things should be done according to a valid purpose just to avoid being asked to do them. Most schools had an
educational system based on religious teaching methods. I was fourteen and nervous about starting high
school, anxiously counting down the days and hours until the first day. Looking back at my original goal
statement I submitted in when applying for the PhD in Education program, the scope of my original vision
was surprisingly limited. I have escaped many adventures in life and lost opportunities that were already laid
out in front of me. List of References Small blue numbers at the end of sentences refer to the list of references
indicating the original sites that Wikipedia obtains its information from. I watched learning videos teaching
me how to talk properly and use different words. Since I finished kindergarten without knowing how to read, I
was put into a summer reading program. Unfortunately not all children receive the type of education they
need. Life at college meant for me a new life. Is it just my imagination, my insecurities flooding my brain, or
is everyone staring I took in a deep breath as he flashed me a perfect white smile. He also talked about how
important it was to be organized and focused. Excitingly using her new kitchen items, she slides the chopped
fruits into the blender. My best friend name is Lydia, and we have been friends since Kindergarten. I enjoyed
most of my teachers, classmates and classes. Copyright L. I am 15 years of age. The accompanist was going
over his pieces as I walked in trying to find someone I knew. Looking back, as a teenager my judgment was
idle toward negativity and peer pressure. My uniform was looking unique there was not They are not
sufficiently prepared to enter into the work force, succeed at a university, or have any understanding on how to


